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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi guys, my name is Steve Sandler. I’m the Managing Director of Picotest, and I’m happy to be talking to you today about measuring inductors with DC bias all the way up to 125 amps.Got a lot to cover, so let’s get started. 

mailto:Steve@Picotest.com


Why Measure Inductors at All?
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• As efficiencies increase, the inductor losses have 
more impact

• Major influence on voltage ripple

• Counterfeit materials abound

• To Obtain, L, R, C model for simulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So the first question you might have is “Why do you want to measure these inductors at all?” There’s a couple of good reasons. One is that efficiencies are increasing in our DC to DC converters, the inductor losses have a more significant impact, as you’ll want to make sure that you quantify those better. The inductor has a major influence on voltage ripple and the noise budgets are getting smaller, and so another reason is to get a better handle on voltage ripple. A third reason is that there’s a lot of counterfeit materials, particularly in magnetic core materials. So this is one way to weed out counterfeit materials. And finally, for our simulation models we need really accurate inductor representations, so we get the data in order to make our accurate models. 



Why With DC Bias
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Saturated inductors result in higher ripple 
current, degrading efficiency

Saturated inductors results in higher ripple voltage

DC-DC Converters are shrinking, 
we need smaller components

Optimizing is important
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DC-DC converters are continuing to shrink. As they get smaller, we need smaller components, including the inductors. We shrink the inductors, we also need to make sure we understand the change in inductance is a function of DC current because saturation will impact operation efficiencies, and it will also impact ripple. So while we want the components to be smaller, we also need to quantify them better in order to make sure that we still have sufficient design margins. 
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Inductor Current Spectral Content
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Saturated inductors 
results in increased 
high frequency content 
causing increased core 
loss, increased skin 
effect loss, and 
increased EMI
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When inductors have too much bias current they saturate, and when they do saturate we get an exponential rising current at the end of our waveform. While that doesn’t have a lot of impact on the fundamental frequencies, we can see here that it has a much greater impact on high frequency EMI. I placed markers here at the green line and the red line just so you can see how it is that as the inductor saturates, its non-linear performance has a greater impact at the higher frequency emissions than it does near the fundamental. So we really need to understand that as well. We want to make sure that we don’t come close to saturating the core because of the EMI impacts. 



Three Port FRA Measurement
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• Set bias current using constant 
current mode on bench power 
supply

• Modulate inductor voltage using a 
modulator (J2121A used here) 

• Measure inductor voltage

• Measure inductor current using 
monitor or external current probe

• Perform THROUGH calibration with 
1Ω resistor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can get more accurate data, or at least better resolution data, using a frequency response analyzer to get data in the frequency domain. Today I’m going to show you two methods that we can use in the frequency domain. This one is called the 3-port measurement. We sent the bias current using a constant current power supply, so a DC bench supply feeds constant current into a modulator. Here we’re using a J2121A line injector as our modulator. That has an isolated current probe so we can measure the current that’s modulating in the inductor, the actual AC current. That gets connected into one input of the frequency response analyzer. We also measure the voltage across the inductor. That’s connected to channel 2 of our frequency response analyzer. After performing a calibration using a 1 Ohm resistor that’s included with the modulator, the frequency response analyzer divides voltage over current, and of course that’s impedance. 
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Frequency domain offers much higher resolution data, 
in a variety of formats that are easier to assess and 
compare
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Frequency Domain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The frequency response analyzer gives us lots more detail, and we can look at it in a lot of different ways. So one thing I’m showing here is a measurement on the left side of the inductor Q, the quality effect of the inductor has a function of operating current and they’re color-coded so you can see 1.2 amps in red, and 2.2 amps is in blue, and 3.3 amps is in green, and now we can very clearly see the operating Q, but also we can see it in very clear frequency domain detail. So we can pay careful attention near the switching frequency and its harmonics. We can also look at the impedance magnitude if we want to see that in the frequency domain, or the frequency response analyzer can also directly display the inductance here, as an inductor. In the lower right-hand corner, we can see that the inductor at 1.2 amps, measures 1.24 uH at 100 Khz; it measures 1.13 uH at 2.2 amps – not too much of a drop. And at 3.2 amps it’s all the way down to 779 nH. And now we have very high-resolution data for the inductor, at any frequency of interest. 



Example
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example using this 3-port FRA method. You can see the line injector is connected; the isolated current monitor goes to channel 1 of the frequency response analyzer; the modulator output is connected directly across one port of the inductor through the SMA connector. Any other SMA connector connects to channel 2 to measure the voltage across the inductor. Because of the ground loop, remember we’d really like to have a differential amplifier there, or an isolating amplifier. Maybe something like our J2113 or J2102 if you want to get the best quality data. But now here you can see the impedance versus frequency data in the upper right-hand corner. Also direct measurements of inductance versus frequency in the lower right corner, at both 1 amp and also at 6 amps. You can see that the inductance is kind of frequency dependent – it’s not really a flat line, in this case. That’s one of the qualities that we might be interested in seeing when we compare inductors. 



Advantages and Disadvantages
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Advantages

• Can usually measure at operating switching 
frequency

• Same Setup Can Measure Negative DC-DC input 
Impedance

Disadvantages

• Requires external modulation of the voltage source

• Limited Frequency range

• Requires high current power supply and 
interconnects

• Ground Loop, Requires Differential Probe or 
Isolation transformer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This method has advantages, and also disadvantages. One of the advantages is that we can measure at the operating switching frequency most of the time, which is a really great thing. Another advantage is that this same setup can be used to measure negative input impedance of DC-DC converters. So you kind of get two measurements out of the setup. Disadvantages – one is it requires external modulation of voltage source.Another one is that the frequency range is somewhat limited. Most frequency response analyzers don’t go above 50 MHz. You’d probably have a hard time with interconnects above about 10 MHz. But for most of our applications that’s more than enough. Also requires a high current power supply and high current interconnects, so to measure an inductor at 20 amps, you have to have a 20 amp bias power supply.And lastly, it has a DC ground loop in the measurement, so for best results you really want a differential probe or isolating common mode transformer in measuring the voltage across the inductor. 



2-Port Shunt-Through Measurement
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BNC Cable

BNC to 
SMA 
Cable

SMA-BNC Adapter

Inductor to be tested

J2102A or 
J2113A

https://www.picotest.com/measurements/2-port.html

https://www.picotest.com/measurements/2-portUltralowImpedance.html

Using a 2-Port VNA, the device is measured in 
shunt with the 2-ports

An inherent DC ground loop is broken using 
either a coaxial transformer (J2102B) or a solid-
state isolator (J2113A)

S21 scatter parameter is transformed to 
impedance within the VNA

The 2-Port Shunt-Through measurement can be 
used for impedance from 10’s of uOhms to 100’s 
of Ohms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another frequency domain technique is called the 2-port shunt-through. The device that we’re measuring is mounted in shunt just like it was with the other modulator. The VNA provides a 50 Ohm source output. It gets injected directly across the inductor that we’re measuring, and then we measure the voltage across the inductor on channel 2, which is also 50 Ohms. There is also a DC ground loop in this measurement, so we need to isolate that. Here we would recommend either the J2102A or better the J2113A. If you’re interested in more details of that ground loop, I’ve provided two links here that show it.This measurement setup can measure down as low as 10’s of uOhms and up as high as 100’s of Ohms, so it works really well for measuring low value inductors. The impedance transformation is built in to the software, so the software converts this directly into impedance and inductance. 

https://www.picotest.com/measurements/2-port.html
https://www.picotest.com/measurements/2-portUltralowImpedance.html


Example 400nH/70A
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48A 125A mount
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The raw 400nH Measurement is 20% below nominal value
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Trace 2 48A 125A mount

Standex PQ2007-0R4-70-G

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the setup for the DC-biased high current measurement using the 2-port shunt-through measurement. You can see the two ports of the Bode 100 are connected to the DUT board. You can see that in the inset a little bit clearer, but there’s a Standex inductor mounted, and you can see the two connectors that are mounted for the 2-port shunt-through. The bias source is a current amplification or a current scaling, so it takes in current from a benchtop power supply, multiplies it by 24, and that’s what we’ve provided a bias. Here we’re showing 124 amps and that means that we’re delivering just a little over 5 amps from our bench supply. And again, I have some measurements that show the inductor mount in green, and then the inductor at two different operating currents – 48 amps and 125 amps, in red and blue. You can see the measurement of our inductor at 48 amps is a little bit lower than we expect – it’s supposed to be 400 nH. We’re measuring almost 20% below that, and I’ll get into why that is, next. 
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De-embedding
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Measured=Mount || DUT=
Measured � 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

-8% at 100 nH
MOUNT including the J2131A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we can see the measurement schematically. You’ll see the J2131A bias source effectively looks like an inductor, and we connect an inductor printed circuit board mount that has the inductor to it, so when we make this measurement we’re actually measuring two inductors in parallel. One that’s the J2131A, and one that’s the device that we want to measure. So what we’re measuring is this parallel equivalent. Since we’re only interested in the inductor that we mounted to the printed circuit board, we need to de-embed that. So you can see there’s an equation there that shows the measurement multiplied by the mount, divided by the mount minus the measurement. That’ll de-embed it. We need two measurements – one of the J2131A by itself, which is easiest measured with the printed circuit board - just no inductor mounted. And then one - we need a measurement with the inductor mounted to the J2131A. If we didn’t correct this error, you could see the error curve at 100 nH, we’d be off by 8%. At 414 nH, we’d be off by 24%. At 5 uH, we’d be off by a whopping 79%. 



De-Embed expression for the 48A 
measurement  

Post De-Embedded Measurement
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8% error

24% errorA simple math expression 
can be applied to separate 
the DUT from the 
measurement that includes 
the mount (J2131A and PCB)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using a math expression inside the Bode 100, we can actually do the de-embedding, and you can see there is the expression. In this case we took the 48 amp trace and multiplied it by the mount, or the measurement without the inductor included, and we divided that by the magnitude of the mount, minus the 48 amp trace, and then we plotted that. Now you can see we do get the right answer at about 420 nH. I compared four data traces here, so I have data at 48 amps – embedded and not de-embedded. I have it at 125 amps – de-embedded and also not de-embedded. Partly because I wanted to show that that de-embedding equation was right. You can see that at 424 nH, we’re off by about 24%. And at 100 nH, we’re only off by about 8%, but we can also get rid of that inaccuracy using the math expression. 



De-embedding Comparison
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just to show how well this de-embedding works, we did measure a bunch of inductors. So here I chose three samples – one that’s down at 150 nH, one that’s up at 1.5 uH, and one at 5 uH. So we measured each of these two different ways – one using a 2-port shunt-through technique without connecting it to a bias source, so just the raw inductance measurement using a 2-port shunt-through measurement. And also using the J2131A DC bias source and the de-embedding equation. I posted the errors there so you can see that at 5 uH, the average difference was 2.2%, at 1.5 uH, 3.3%, and 150 nH, 2.5%.You’ll notice that the average error is independent of the inductance, so this is a systematic measurement offset, probably due to calibration. But we can accurately measure over the entire range, all the way up to maybe 5 or 10 uH without too much trouble, so long as we use that de-embedding function. 



Advantages and Disadvantages
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Advantages
• Can measure at operating switching frequency

• Wider frequency range

• No external modulator is required

• Measured using VNA which is better calibration for 
improved accuracy

• A source amplifier allows measurement with larger AC 
sources for core loss and Q dependencies

• Much lower current power supply

Disadvantages

• Requires a ground isolator

• Requires de-embedding

Design, Fabrication, and Characterization of Package
Embedded Solenoidal Magnetic Core Inductors for High-
Efficiency System-In-Package Integrated Voltage Regulators

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So this one also has advantages and disadvantages – one advantage is that we can measure at the operating switching frequency, and that can be quite high. I posted a link to an IEEE article I co-authored, where we measured these inductors at 100’s of MHz for embedded switchers. Using the de-embedding and calibration capabilities of vector network analyzers, it’s a very accurate measurement, and it doesn’t require an external modulator. Also, we can use 50 Ohm source power amplifiers if we want to measure large AC sources for large signal data instead of small signal data. Because of the current multiplication of the J2131A, the DC bench supply we need is only about 5.5 amps to be able to bias an inductor up to 125 amps.There are two disadvantages – one is that you need the ground isolator, and you need that also for the 3-port measurement. Even if we did 2-port impedance measurement without bias, we would still need that ground isolator. It also requires that we de-embed the J2131, so we need to add that de-embedding equation, which we can do right inside the Bode 100, so it’s not really much of a problem. 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8672169/


Measuring at Higher Signal Levels
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a nice clean setup picture showing an inductor being biased at 99 amps. There’s a B-AMP 12 source power amplifier connected, so we can use larger AC signals to modulate the AC signal so it’s a larger signal. You can see the ground isolator there, that’s the J2113, connected to port 2. You can see that the power supply, the external bench supply is operating at about 4.15 amps to get 99 amps of bias current. So this is a nice, relatively portable measurement, that can go all the way up to 125 amps. 



Summary
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• Two simple methods for measuring frequency dependent inductance with bias were shown

• Up to 20 Amps, the 3-port FRA measurement works well

• Up to 125 Amps, the 2-port shunt-through using a Bias Source works well

• Above 125 Amps, it is possible to parallel Bias Sources

Be careful about self heating which can impact the results.  Fewer datapoints, higher receiver bandwidth and limited frequency 
range all result in faster sweeps.  Automation could enable bias, sweep, disable bias

It is possible to damage the VNA if the inductor breaks or becomes desoldered during testing.  The energy stored in the bias 
source is substantial  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So today I showed two simple methods for measuring frequency dependent inductance that include DC bias. I showed the 3-port FRA measurement that works well up to 20 amps. I showed the 2-port shunt-through measurement using the J2131A DC bias source that works up to 125 amps. And of course, you could parallel J2131A’s if you need to go to even higher current. A few warnings – one is, be careful about self heating. Self heating can impact the results because while you think you’re measuring at room temperature, the inductor can get quite hot. So you might want to use fewer datapoints, higher receiver bandwidth measurements, or even automation to enable the power supply to a single frequency measurement, and then disable the power supply, and then repeat that, so that you have a cooling off period in between them. One more warning is that it’s possible to damage the VNA if the inductor breaks loose or becomes desoldered during testing. You want to be careful of that, and you also want to make sure that the inductor is soldered on the top of the mount board, not on the bottom, so it doesn’t fall off, if the solder does melt. 



Thank You and Links
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Thank you for sharing your time with me today!

• You can learn more about the products and accessories we discussed today by visiting:
 www.picotest.com
 www.omicron-lab.com

• YouTube Videos: How to Design for Power Integrity
 Tinyurl.com/pi-videos

• Please feel free to connect with Steve on LinkedIn by joining
the LinkedIn group:
 Power Integrity for Distributed Systems

• Most new articles are posted here:
 www.picotest.com/blog

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well thank you so much for attending my session today. I really enjoyed it and I hope you did as well. If you want to learn more about the products that I showed today, you can visit picotest.com or omicron-lab.com. I provided some links for other information that you can get to after this session. Feel free to connect with me at LinkedIn or on my LinkedIn Group – Power Integrity for Distributed Systems. You can find most of my new articles posted at picotest.com/blog. 

http://www.picotest.com/
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